
ONLINE HOTEL BOOKING SYSTEM

Physical Access System. Create numeric or QR access codes. Devices of our technology partner Spartime let you
manage your access remotely and don't.

Activity statistics provide you with up-to-date important business analytics. The content on many hotel
reservation systems is becoming increasingly similar as more hotels sign up to all the sites. It instantly answers
about your hotel, amenities, services, availability as well as deals and packages. You can customize and
translate to any language all your content, including personalized emails and SMS messages. Pre-arrival
Optimize your guest's booking experience by allowing them to customize their stay or option of advance
check-in etc through pre-arrival email. With the help of this hotel chatbot, you can save a lot your time that is
spent after answering enquiry calls and eventually boost your website conversion. We never charge a
commission on the payments. Promote local attractions, exhibit hotel services, collect guest feedback and thus
encourage personalized communication and build guest loyalty. Get your copy, apply provided strategies,
analyze the results, and continue the best performing ones! Read More Different Accommodation Offering
maximum flexibility, eZee's hotel booking engine will allow you to receive direct online bookings regardless
the type of property you own. A one-stop solution to collect, track and respond to all your reviews from one
place. These in turn provide hotel information directly to the hundreds of thousands of travel agents that align
themselves with one of these systems. Check out what we got! Large projects like tourist areas can include
offerings from multiple owners. Additionally, the toggle feature of online reservation system allows to switch
between properties making it easy to manage list of properties. However, we are open to establishing an
interface with your existing PMS as well. Non-franchise chain hotels require a "booking engine" application to
be attached to their website to permit people to book rooms in real time. The most flexible reservation system
you'll ever find Integrated Channel manager Integration with booking. Read More Yield Management
Determine most profitable selling rate, combining various factors such as occupancy rate, date etc through
yield management and increase profit. Promote local attractions, exhibit hotel services, collect guest feedback
and thus encourage personalized communication and build guest loyalty. Read More Hike website
conversations with hotel chatbot Guide lookers to book directly through a smart hotel chatbot. We also have
an open API. Flexible pricing rules Planyo will be able to reflect your pricing model however complex it may
be. Read More Affiliate Tracking This advantageous feature available in the booking system helps you
organize and supervise all affiliated programs and increase sales through them. With our 'quick add to cart' the
customer quickly adds all desired items and enters the personal details only at checkout. One advantage of
booking with the hotel directly is the use of the hotel's full cancellation policy as well as not needing a deposit
in most situations. The system automatically sends you an email for you to keep track of the bookings coming
from your property website. Invoices Let Planyo take care of creation and delivery of the invoices to your
clients. Our backend is available in 6 languages. Planyo integrates with Google Analytics. Hundreds of
integrations see all integrations No other online booking system has so many integrations. Companies thus
have to either rely on specially negotiated rates with the hotels and hotel chains or trust in the influence of
search engine rankings to draw in customers. Read More Hotel Rate Management Made Easier with eZee's
Cloud Solutions To create the perfect pricing strategy, eZee hotel reservation system offers a unique revenue
management tool that gives you the freedom to revise rates according to the the changing market scenario
along with market behavior analysis to efficiently manage hotel revenue and increase returns. See All Features
Critique: Online reputation management system Critique is now here to manage all your online reviews. Read
More Get started and launch your Google Hotel Ads campaign with eZee Millions of guests are making
comparison and searching for hotels on Google everyday. Generate higher revenues by allowing your guests
to avail special offers, promo codes and ability to do group bookings. They can then receive commission
payments from the hotels for any business booked on their websites. Read More Central Reservation System
best for hotel chains The Central Reservation System gives you unified access to rates, inventory and
bookings of all properties under a single panel; thus streamlining operations for chain properties. Experience
the optimum solution of reputation management. Converting your Facebook fans into happy guests, the social
media integration allows your visitors to make direct hotel booking from Facebook page.


